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LEHB: LED High Bays  

The Situation 

Arena Sports recently opened its fifth location in Mill Creek, Washington. With a 
number of different facilities and event spaces across the 100,000-square-foot 
building, the team at Arena Sports needed a lighting solution that allowed for a 
wide range of lighting needs and levels throughout the facility at any given time.  

The Solution 

FSC Lighting developed and installed a customized lighting solution utilizing LED 
High Bay fixtures of varying sizes and wattages to provide clean, bright light 
across the facility.  

As with every project, our goal was to go beyond efficiency. We didn’t just install 
sleek, new fixtures; we took further measures to maximize efficiency and ensure 
ease of use for the end user. To that end, we equipped each fixture with a        
wireless relay system that was paired to a light level sensor in the same zone—
enabling lights to dim automatically based on ambient light level.  

Lighting control systems like this one measure natural light available in a building 
and only add as much artificial light as necessary. At Arena, we applied daylight 
harvesting technology to automatically dim fixtures to the programmed foot   
candle level required in each zone. By utilizing wireless kinetic rocker switches 
installed throughout the building and paired to fixtures in designated areas,     
Arena Sports was able to implement a comprehensive zonal control strategy. The 
facility’s 7 zones can now be programmed using software alone, resulting in      
flexibility and energy savings. This new set up has arguably made Arena’s lighting 
the most energy efficient and sophisticated lighting system in the sports arena 
industry. 
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LEHB Series LED High Bay Features:  

• Projected L70: 122,000 hours 

• Sensors can be integrated for additional 

energy savings  

• Wireguard, emergency battery back-up 

and step dimming optional 

• UL Listed and DLC Premium Listed  

• -40°C to 50°C Ambient Temperature 

Rating   

• Low maintenance & energy efficient 

For more information about the LEHB Series LED High Bay and more FSC LED products call 800-255-8990 

Our Customer 

Arena Sports is a family-owned 
suite of sports arenas in the    
Seattle area. The arenas offer 
year-round soccer facilities for 
players of all ages and abilities 
as well as bowling, laser tag, 
arcades and dining. Dedicated 
to family fun, Arena Sports is 
also a popular event space for 
camps and birthday parties. 



“FSC Lighting were fantastic 

partners in finding the       

perfect solution for our new 

building.  At 100,000 square 

feet with varying lighting 

needs and levels throughout 

the building at any given 

time, their wireless dimming 

and control solution allows 

us to easily modify sections 

of the building in seconds to 

meet the particular needs at 

the time. A great value, and  

perfect solution for our  

complex business.” 

 

–Don Crowe 

CEO- Arena Sports, Inc. 

For more information about the LEHB Series LED High Bay and more FSC LED products call 800-255-8990 
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Contact Us 

Give us a call for more 

information about our   

services and products  

FSC Lighting 
9120 Center Avenue 

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 

(800) 255-8990 

alex@fsclighting.com 

Visit us on the web at 

www.fsclighting.com 


